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LEARN HOW TO DEFEAT MULTIPLE ATTACKERS!The 10 Best Ways To Defeat Multiple

Attackers is the second book in Sammy Franco'sÂ 10 Best Book Series.Â This unique book offers

you the most practical and effective methods for confronting and beating a vicious horde of

attackers. This book isnâ€™t about sport fighting, flashy martial arts moves or traditional rituals.

Instead, it arms you with simple techniques and effective strategies to protect you and your loved

from the immediate threat of unlawful deadly mob. Best of all, you do not have to be a martial arts or

self-defense expert to master these life-saving principles.YOU CAN BEAT THE ODDS AND

WIN!Most people think it's impossible to defeat multiple attackers. After all, the fact is power does lie

in numbers and the odds are heavily stacked against you. But, if you study and practice the

principles and strategies featured in this eye-opening book, you'll quickly tip the odds in your favor

and win! That's becauseÂ The 10 Best Ways To Defeat Multiple AttackersÂ teaches you exactly

what you need to do if and when that fateful days arrives.30+ YEARS OF REAL-WORLD COMBAT

TRAINING!The techniques and strategies featured in this book are based on world renowned

self-defense expert, Sammy Franco's 30+ years of research, training and teaching reality based

self-defense. He has taught these unique fighting concepts to thousands of his students, and he's

confident they will help you in your time of need.Regardless of your background or level of

experience. The techniques and strategies featured in this book are practical and straightforward

and can be seamlessly incorporated into your current martial arts, self-defense or survival program.

As a matter of fact, integrating these principles and their related concepts will dramatically improve

your odds of prevailing in any high risk self-defense situation.
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Multiple attackers is a topic that doesn't receive much coverage in traditional martial arts. And, a lot

of the techniques they teach to deal with this situation will end up getting you killed. Sammy Franco

does a wonderful job of cutting through the B.S. to give practical tips on how to deal with this difficult

situation. I especially liked his discussion of the "human shield" and the use of movement. These

are critical concepts that everyone should know. Also, be sure to check out his DVD, Rat Packed:

Fighting Multiple Attackers in the Streets. It's a great companion to this book.

I used to think that I would "never" be in a position where I would have to defend myself and I was

proven wrong several years ago. This led me to start training in self-defense and some of the best

books that I have found on the subject are Sammy Franco's. To think that I would never have to

defend against multiple attackers is ignorance at its best and Franco's latest has some amazing tips

on doing just that. I love that his training provides simple techniques and strategies that anyone can

use if they study the material and apply the principles properly. This is another very well written and

well-organizedâ€‹ guide from Franco that leaves me feeling safer and more prepared for the world

that we live in. Recommended.

Practical self defense moves for situations you hope never to find yourself in with effective

techniques you would prefer not to have to use. That said, this is the most succinct written and

photo illustrated advice I have come across on this specific topic.

As always with Mr Franco you get everything. A ton of experience and research goes into

everything I have received from him. He covers the small details that leave you thinking "I should

have thought of that." You need to read it all multiple times because there is something new every

time.



A great content, and i must be honest: one of my greatest fears when it comes to fight is to face with

multiple attackers and this book is helping me to overcome it. I recommend it if is your case too!

Explores all possibilities of multiple attacks. Great pictures and advice on how to deal with and avoid

such attacks and to minimise damage and escape unscathed as possible. Just learning th

de-escalation stance is worth the small price.

Concise and direct, without all the build-up and upsell marketing you see in many self-help books. I

can highly recommend this book.

Again one of the great books of Sammy Franco. The truth about fighting against more then on. No

embellishment. Super. Thank you.
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